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If the United States were to get
in the war, it would not be much of
a war on our part. We haven't
any army to speak of, and our na-

vy would be useless. Our moral
support would count, however, in that
the German people would be slow to
believe' that the whole world turned
against them without cause.
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fect that' .toe president had stated
that "wai-nK2tn- ot be ungrateful,
might end'Vtfie war by midsummer
and thus jstfgrht render a great ser-
vice to civilization" was a poor ex-

cuse as justifiiCaHon for the intro
dildtion of A 'the trresolution contem
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The Record agrees with Mr. EL plating the': tp:ehder of American
riahts. No man in his senses could

liott, as indeed everybody does, that
strong men are needed as mayor

have seriously believed that the pre,
ident had made such a statement.
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age. The man who has saved nothing by that time will aim

dependent upon some one else.
certainly end his days
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be independent when he is old.
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the steady plodder who is determined to make somethi:

of himself.

A Bank Account is the easiest and most attractive way ,

getting a start, and a boy with a bank account has somctiti:

definite, something that is always a satisfaction, and one of ii

greatest incentives to save. Let us open an account with y
while you are young.
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For Mr. Wilson has shown himself

Light on or off
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so low it will
surprise you.
Let us figure
now today on
wiring your
home.
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neither a fool nor a loose talker on
diplomatic questions. . To have ac

and members of council. We don't
f

believe any but good men will be
chosen, either. Hickory, so far as
we can see, always puts good men
forward.

cepted such a rumor as a basis on
which to found a national policy was
the best possible proof that a des

RATES.SUBSCRIPTION perate search was being made to dis
cover a pretex to conceal the real
motive. -
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highly significant in the phrase
chosen to be attributed to the pres

We are frank to admit that all
those who have told us they do not
approve Mr. Wilson's policy simply
don't want him to hinder Germany.
These men can justify anything that
has been done in this war on the
grounds of human nature.

ident. As a matter of sober fact
would war be ungrateful to the and
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That newspaper which printed a

story to the effect that Mr. Wilson
might resign if he is not sustained
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It is hard to prevent WASTE and to insure ECON-
OMY in running a household.
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armed shtps of ' belligerents, the Re

cord would be in favor of it, as
would all people who are not irrev-

ocably committed to the cause of
one side in this awful war. Some

people, the Record regrets to say,
want the allies to win, regardless of
the consequences, while others would

destroy their own government if
that woil help the fatheriand to

emerge triumphant. Neither posi-

tion is right.
The United States should abide by

the principles of international law
as developed through centuries of

conflict; it should not swerve one

jot at the behest of any powerful
belligerent; it should insist on its
rights and the rights of neutrals.
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Much is being said and written
about Federal supervision, and as far
as the chances for any net results in
the near future are probable, a further
discussion is a waste of time. It might
not be amiss to say that if the recent
reinsurance of the Knights of Honor
In the Continental Beneficial Associa-
tion of Philadelphia by order of the
District Jourt of East St. Louis is a
fair sample of Federal work, then de-

liver us from all such.
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